Who's Earning Money from March Madness?
A breakdown of revenue distribution by teams' academic performance
The NCAA shares revenue from the men’s basketball tournament with Division I conferences based on the number of tournament
games in which its member institutions play. The Knight Commission examined the $409 million awarded for success only in the past
five tournaments and found that nearly 44 percent of the funds ($178.8 million) were earned by teams that had an Academic
Progress Rate under 925, meaning that they were projected to graduate less than half their players.
Following is a breakdown of the revenues earned by each Division I conference for their member teams’ performance in the past five
tournaments, showing how much was earned by teams with APRs below 925:
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The “total amount of revenue earned for the 2006-2010 NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament Performances” represents only a portion of the total
amount actually distributed during the years shown. The NCAA distributes money to conferences for their teams’ men’s basketball appearances
and wins over a rolling six-year period, but this analysis includes only the amounts earned from the tournaments for which APR scores were
available. For example, the amount calculated for the 2007 distribution represents 1/6 th of the total NCAA Basketball Fund distribution for 2007
since APR scores were not published until Spring 2005, meaning that only one tournament (2006) of that particular distribution could be
considered in the analysis. Similarly, the April 2011 distribution represents 5/6 th of the total NCAA Basketball Fund distribution for 2011 since five
of the six tournaments (2006-2010) were considered in the 2011 total. By adding up each of the distributions in the 2007-2011 time period, the
NCAA awarded more than $779 million. However, this research examined a little more than half ($409.3 million) of the total revenue awarded
during those revenue distribution cycles for the reasons described.
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